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 Additional features include Memento – the software's closest equivalent to a mind mapping tool; CoStar and RAMSwap – utilities for improving system performance; and a third-party support and technical forums. Recent Releases Lately, HDDLife has made a number of software releases in the form of updates and bug fixes. Version 1.0.4 (Release: 2011-11-18) Previously installed HDDLife
databases can be reverted to their previous state using this update. It also contains changes to the GUI that improves the software's interface and enables a number of new features. These include the ability to identify and repair errors in the MFT, the ability to remove per-user databases if they are no longer required, a new notification system and and file-format identification. Version 1.0.5 (Release:

2011-11-29) A major update is released to incorporate changes to the software's core architecture and add support for new drives and drives in various different configurations. Amongst the additions include 'SATA HDD Life', a new utility for SATA drives, 'ATA HDD Life', an alternative utility for hard disk drives using the ATA/ATAPI interface and a search and replace tool. The software also has
support for SMART attributes (S.M.A.R.T.) to allow users to determine if their hard drives have problems that can be rectified and other attributes. Support for configurable logging options, an automatic scan when Windows boots up and the ability to create a repair report that can be sent to the HDDLife support staff have also been added. Version 1.0.6 (Release: 2012-01-04) This version improves

the software's logging and scanning features and adds the ability to remove volumes from a specific hard drive or hard drive volume group. A key feature of this version is the ability to search and replace text within files without having to open each file individually. The software also has a number of improvements to Windows Explorer and a'repair' function that will correct the configuration and
registry entries of a number of different Windows components. Version 1.0.7 (Release: 2012-01-10) A major release is made available in the form of an update to the software that makes HDDLife a real-time hard drive monitoring utility with alerts, malfunction protection and data loss. The update includes a number of new features including 'Drilldown' – the ability to drill down into details
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